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EPI  |  CORESTONE NATURE 

We are extremely proud of our most recent innovation: “EPI Corestone Nature”. Our passion 
to create beautiful design products for everyone has inspired this new product. 

Corestone Nature is a powerful flooring system that combines the lively look of a cement 
floor and the strong properties of a cast floor. Corestone Nature distinguishes itself from 
a cement-bound floor because it does not crack by itself, is applied in 2 to 3 days and is 
available in approx. 36 standard colours including lighter colours.

Features and benefits 
• Seamless
• Application in 2 to 3 days standard
• Easy to clean and maintain
• Fluid-tight
• To be applied over tile floors (1 day extra)
• Completely solvent-free

Suitable for all substrate floors
EPI Corestone Nature is very suitable for renovation projects. This system can be applied 
over a variety of substrate floors. It’s many design options allow this floor to suit in any 
interior.

The floor feels comfortable and warm and - especially in combination with underfloor 
heating – is a pleasure to live on. 

Sustainable
In a world where sustainability is essential and design is becoming increasingly important, 
we have developed a product that has the natural appearance and structure of concrete as 
well as strong properties. An EPI Corestone Nature floor has an unbeatable average lifespan 
of forty years giving you a floor that lasts a lifetime. The floor is easy to keep clean, virtually 
maintenance-free and can be perfectly installed in combination with underfloor heating or 
over existing floors.

Corestone Nature is a natural design product that feels at home in any interior and can take 
the daily wear and tear. Whether you are looking for a floor for your home, shop, office or 
showroom, Corestone Nature offers endless possibilities.
The products are available in many colours, in both solid colours and in blend versions. 

• Increased UV stability
• Wear resistant
• No shrinkage cracks
• Only applicable indoors
• Skid resistance: R10-R12



Color fastness |  The colors in this brochure are indications.
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Our latest development is Corestone Nature, Corestone Classics’ versatile brother. A matt cement-look 
floor available in different colors.

By applying the latest techniques, our research and development colleagues have succeeded in 
reducing the application time of this floor to 2 to 3 days. In comparison, a normal cast floor needs 5 
days. Of course, this floor is fluid-tight, seamless, very durable and easy to keep clean.

The Corestone Nature floor can be applied on various surfaces, suitable for renovation and newbuild.

Whether it is a rural or industrial look you’re after, this floor is where you start to bring together your own 
unique interior.

Corestone Nature’s unique qualities are:

STRONG & DURABLE 

Our unique system has strong properties,  is wear resistant and 
very durable.

ROBUST MATTE 

A natural, cement-look appearance, with a matte finish. Applied 
by professionals using traditional techniques.

NATURAL & SUSTAINABLE 

Consists of 90% direct natural raw materials and is made with 
products from European A-Class suppliers.

✔ Comfortable ✔ Super Strong ✔ Stylish


